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WHY YOUR NEXT PC
WILL BE A TABLET
Sleek, ultramobile computers are transforming the tech landscape.
Here's what you need to know about the new spate of slates.
BY ROBERT STROHMEYER AND MELISSA J. PERENSON
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THE WORLD OF COMPUTING is at
a crossroads. The primary computer for most users today is
not a PC; it's a phone. While the PC sits on a desk at the
office or on a coffee table at home, smartphones go everywhere with us and integrate into every part of our lives. But
despite getting smarter and smarter, phones are too small to
replace PCs completely. We need a device that bridges the
gap between what PCs do and what mobile phones do. That
device has arrived. Welcome to the age of the tablet.
Unlike earlier, arguably premature efforts to transform tablet computing into a mass-market reality, today's models are
here to stay. The new wave of slates is rolling in fast and furious, offering a tsunami of diverse options for every user.

BREAK FROM THE PAST
The concept of a tablet PC isn't new, but its definition has
radically changed. What we used to call a tablet was just a
laptop with a screen that swiveled around and folded back,
yielding a bulky machine that was uncomfortable to carry as
a slate and awkward to use as a laptop. That unsatisfactory
hybrid was simply where the state of technology took us in
previous efforts to create "tablet" or "slate" computers.
Things shifted thanks
to advances in smartphone technology.
TABLETS TO WATCH
When the Apple iPad hit
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tablets, and other hardware manufacturers are
following up on Apple's
success quickly.
Today's tablet is exactly
what the name implies: a
thin slab, dominated by
its screen. These slender
systems generally max
out at 1.5 pounds, and
few of them take up more
space in your bag than an
old-fashioned composition book would. The
software for tablets has
changed, as well. Instead
of struggling to run a
full-fledged version of

TABLETS

TO W A T C H

HP SLATE 500: Running a fullblown version of Windows 7
and powered by an Intel Atom
CPU, HP's Slate 500 is a relatively well-equipped tablet. A
USB port accepts external storage, a mouse, or a full-size keyboard to drive desktop-grade
software. Like prior versions of
Windows, Win 7 leaves something to be desired in terms of
touchscreen interaction, but
the certainty that further OS
refinements will occur makes
this product worth watching.

Windows, which requires a significant amount of processing
power and isn't optimized for use with a touchscreen, most
new tablet models released nowadays run a relatively lightweight, touchscreen-focused mobile operating system such
as Apple iOS or Google Android.
In the coming year, we are bound to see an astounding
array of new tablets, including offerings from every major
computer and phone maker, in many different sizes.

FORM: A CLEAN SLATE
As yet, few rules constrain this burgeoning category, so you
should expect to encounter a multitude of assorted designs,
ranging from tiny slates that are barely distinguishable from
iPods to devices that rival a netbook in size and power.
The most popular slate so far is the Apple iPad. The iPad
measures 9.5 inches tall by 7.5 inches wide by 0.5 inch thick
and carries a 9.7-inch screen. Because the iPad is about the
size of a typical spiral-bound paper notebook, it looks and
feels familiar to most users on an unconscious level.
But a number of new devices, including the Samsung Galaxy Tab, are challenging the notion that so large a tablet is
ideal for mobile use. The 7-inch screens that these machines
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carry make them more portable than the iPad, and major
wireless carriers are lining up to offer them with 3G service.
Meanwhile, at the larger end of the spectrum, a company
called Kno is producing a line of Linux-based slates aimed at
the textbook market. Inspired by bulky college texts, the Kno
tablets measure 14 inches diagonally; a planned future release
promises a foldable double-slate format that will enable students to view two full-size pages at once.
If you want a tablet with a roomy screen but 14 inches is
too big for your taste, you can look forward to another con-

tender from an established laptop manufacturer: Asus has
announced that it has plans to begin producing a Windows
7-based slate equipped with a 12-inch screen.
Simultaneously, e-book readers such as the Barnes and
Noble Nookcolor are seeking to compete with the tablet category. The Nookcolor runs Android 2.1 but is optimized for
reading and for apps that B&N chooses to offer (it lacks
Google's Android Market); nonetheless, with its 7-inch color
display and support for apps, it blurs the definition of a tablet.
It's too early to tell whether users and the industry will

»

MASHUP: KEY COMPONENTS OF THE ULTIMATE TABLET
AS COOL AS some of the new devices are, we've yet to find
one that offers everything we want in a tablet. Here are the
essential features we'd expect to see on our dream state.
WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
MOST TABLETS ARE at least O.S Inch thick, and weigh about
1.5 pounds. But for comfort during prolonged use, that weight
must drop closer to 1.0 pound, and the depth needs to shrink
by at least 0.1 inch (to about the thickness of the iPhone 4).
ANTIGLARE DISPLAY
MOVIES AND PHOTOS look great on glossy displays—as long
as you're indoors. But take an iPad outside in full sunlight,
and it quickly turns Into an expensive handheld mirror. All
tablet screens need better glare protection, and all of them
should offer an antiglare coating at least as an option.

INSTANT ON
X WHAT MAKES THE iPad and the new Android tablets
H superior to the old Windows tablets? After the initial

KICKSTANO

_

' cold-boot, they turn on instantly. Just as a celt phone

FLIP THIS THING out to prop up the device. Some smartphones

does. Don't make us wait for our systems to start. If Windows 7

have this feature. It should be a no-brainer on tablets.

acquires this ability, it may stand a chance as an OS for slates.

USB PORTS

DUAL CAMERAS
^~"
"^""^ ^ ONCE YOU'VE HAD the experience of saying good night to your 2-year-old, face-toface, from 3000 miles away, you'll be
convinced that a front-facing Webcam is not merely a convenience; it's a necessity. And no mobile device is complete without a high-resolution rear-facing camera for snapshots.

WANT TO ADD a keyboard, a mouse, a thumb
drive, or some other peripheral to your slate?
Forget the proprietary ports and awkward
dongles from Apple and Samsung. We want USB A, the standard
USB port that USB storage devices and other peripherals use.

standard way to share it all on a bigger screen.

OPEN VIDEO
TO MAKE VIDEO chat more accessible and usable for everyone,
we need open standards whose applicability extends across all
social networking devices. Tablets should lead the way here.

WEB STANDARDS
FLASH IS ALL over the Web, and we want access to
it. The ideal slate will support open Web standards
like HTMLS and add-ins like Flash and JavaScript.

IP PRINTING
.«í^í !..
MOST PCWORLD STAFFERS use tablets at work, and we often
wish we could print documents from our slates without resorting to sketchy third-party apps tied to our PCs.

~

TABLETS ARE GREAT when you want to
watch TV, movies, and home video, or
showcase photos. But we need an easy,
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS
For all the chaos and confusion that the first
round of slates is sure to create, the new devices
promise some pretty fantastic opportunities as
well. Coupling the mobility and connectivity of a
smartphone with elements of a laptop—in particular, larger screens, more-powerful processors,
and room for more and better cameras, ports,
and accessories—tablets invite mobile users to
discover lots of new things to do with them.

ultimately favor a particular size and format for
tablets, though the diversity of early slate offerings suggests that if a
standard does eventually
emerge, it won't happen
for quite some time.

CHOOSE YOUR OS
If picking a tablet of the
right size for your needs sounds daunting, steel yourself: You
face another layer of options when it comes to choosing an
operating system. At this writing, at least five OS platforms
are competing for your attention in the marketplace.
Apple's iOS, which powers the iPad, iPhone, and iPod
Touch, currently leads the pack, thanks to its compatibility
with a massive selection of more than 300,000 apps.
Google Android is on the march, however. The OS behind
the majority of non-Apple tablet offerings. Android will be
available on more than a dozen major tablet releases in 2011,
and it will continue to surface in multiple versions due to
Google's flexible open-source policies. At press time, current
tablets offer Android versions 1.6, 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2.
Microsoft continues to advance Windows 7 as an option
on tablets such as the HP Slate 500 and Archos 9 PC Tablet.
BlackBerry maker Research In Motion is releasing a slate
driven by the lesser-known QNX operating system (a Unix
variant) in early 2011. And HP's recent acquisition of Palm
suggests that the company may be planning to move into the
tablet arena with a WebOS slate of its own.
Amidst all this action from big-time manufacturers, a
number of smaller companies such as Fusion Garage and
Kno continue to develop their own Linux-based platforms that defy casual classification.
If you have already sworn fealty to one platform or
another, your choice could be an easy one. But if you
prefer to base your decision on a careful comparison of
features and utility, the coming barrage of tablet operating systems could make the old Windows-Mac
platform war look like a kindergarten tea party.

)
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Just as the iPhone and its ilk caused an explosion of rich, location-aware social media interaction that few industry prophets predicted, the arrival of a category of even more-powerful, more-versatile machines will
undoubtedly spur another furious cycle of innovation in
Web-connected activity. After all, most of these new tablets
come equipped with a camera for snapshot photography and
video, as well as a front-facing camera for videoconferencing
on a heretofore unimagined scale.
Aside from better cameras, the larger format of the tablet
makes room for improved GPS components with morepowerful antennas, which should support new capabilities
for location-based services such as Facebook Places, Foursquare, and Layar. In time, the coupling of massive, socially
driven photo and video services will let users visit a destination, pull out a tablet to capture their own photos and videos, and then share that content dynamically.
Mobile gaming, meanwhile, will receive a powerful shot in
the arm from tablets. Both Apple's App Store and Google's
Android Market already teem with high-definition 3D games
such as EA's Madden 11 and Firemint's Real Racing. Multiplayer casual games like
Air Hockey and Scrabble
are drawing people
TABLETS TO WATCH
together over tablets,
VIEWSONIC VIEWPAD 7:
and it's only a matter of
This 7-inch slate will run
time before massively
Android 2.2, carry a Qualmultiplayer titles like
comm Snapdragon procesWorld
of Warcraft find a
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home
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The
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»
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development is practically inconceivable at this early stage.
Perhaps the new wave of tablets will finally bring the dream
of always-connected devices to fruition. Many of these tablets offer both Wi-Fi and 3G connectivity, and the most visible new contender on the market at this writing—Samsung's
Galaxy Tab—is available at a subsidized price (ifyou also sign
a data service contract) on five national and regional cellular
carriers. It remains to be seen whether consumers will flock
to these Wi-Fi and 3G models, or whether they'll balk at the
idea of shouldering yet another service contract and instead
opt for the unsubsidized, pay-as-you-go 3G approach.

A FEW MORE HURDLES
Before we can celebrate our arrival at a magnificent slate-driven
future, however, the industry must surmount several serious
technical obstacles. The most significant hurdles come in the
form of the operating-system platforms themselves, along
with the big software companies that make them.
The stakes couldn't be higher for the software giants: There
is ample reason to doubt that more than a few major platforms can thrive in the tablet marketplace over the long haul,
a point that Apple, Google, and Microsoft are keenly aware
of as they spar over patent rights and Internet standards in
hopes of achieving tablet supremacy. The availability of apps
on the contending platforms will be a key factor in this fight.
Even as the platform makers fight among themselves, each
presents a unique set of challenges to its own developers.
Apple's opaque and restrictive policies with regard to app
approval remain a disincentive for many iOS developers.

WHAT DEFINES A TABLET?

TABLETS TO WATCH
Google's apparent aloofness over fragmentation
STREAM TV ELOCITY A7: In our
and device standards in
preliminary hands-on trials.
Android makes it difficult
Stream TV's eLocity, based on
for app creators to supAndroid 2.2 (Froyo), iiinted at
port the growing variety
being a multimedia powerof screen sizes and hardhouse. HDMI, MicroSD, and USB
ware specs that Android
ports give it the strength and
comprehends; and by
flexibility to deliver serious
Google's own admission.
entertainment either on its
Android 1.x and even the
7-inch screen (while you're
forthcoming 3.0 are not
traveling) or on an attached
optimized for use on a
HDTV (in the living room).
tablet. For its part, Microsoft's Windows 7 isn't
optimized for touch as Android and iOS are, and that deficiency will make it harder for users to select appropriate software to use on their Win 7 tablets.

In the meantime, developers will have to work overtime to
port their applications across multiple hardware and software
platforms—an undertaking that is fraught with unpleasant
challenges—as they try to reach as many users as possible.

WHY TO BUY

s A DEVICE with a 3.2-inch touchscreen, like the Archos
32 Internet Tablet (above), really a tablet? Today there
are no industry standards to delineate the category, but
we consider the following to be minimum requirements:
• Screen size of 5 inches or greater
.; • Slate-style design
• Internal components that include a CPU, RAM, and
either on-board or MicroSD-based user storage
• Wi-Fi connectivity
• Touchscreen display
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Ifyou're a conservative tech consumer with no wish to experience life on the unsettled frontier, tablets aren't yet for you.
But ifyou're adventurous—or you need a device to fill what
used to be a void in available products—these lean machines
offer plenty of useful apps and features.
Mobile Web browsing is generally satisfying: If all you want
to do is read the latest news on your favorite sites, you'll discover that ditching the touchpad and keyboard of a standard
laptop in favor of a spacious touchscreen will enable you to
swipe and tap your way effortlessly around the Net. Reading
books—particularly in the dark, where dead-tree books and
E-Ink-based readers alike tend to fail without the aid of
external lighting attachments—can be a joy on a good tablet.
Amazon's Kindle app, Barnes and Noble's Nook app, and
Kobo.com's e-reader app all support multiple OS and device
platforms, so you can begin reading on one device, put it
down, and move to another device without losing your place.
Watching video on a tablet is a great way to unwind dur- »
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ing a long flight without having to park a netbook or laptop
on your tray table. And when you're connected via Wi-Fi,
streaming services like Hulu Plus and Netflix are awesome.
Mobile e-mail on a tablet is an order of magnitude easier
to manage than mobile e-mail on a phone. Nevertheless, you

won't be tempted to write your next dissertation on a tablet's on-screen keyboard: The amount of real estate viewable
on the display shrinks considerably when you activate the onscreen keyboard, and the unfriendly ergonomics will soon
have your back muscles crying out for a massage. •

SAMSUNG GALAXY TAB SETS THE BAR FOR ANDROID TABLETS
IN OUR HANDS-ON examination of the first shipping Galaxy
Tab models from Sprint and
T-Mobile, we found that Samsung has succeeded in delivering an Android slate that can
compete with the Apple iPad.

^ when direct sunlight hits it. I n
our testing, the screen's resolution seemed adequate for
general use; but when reading
n text documents, we quickly
got tired of seeing the dots
that made up each letter.

From carrier to carrier, the
s
Galaxy Tab will differ in various |
details: the subsidized pricing
|
scheme for the data plan; the
software customization, including preloaded apps and
wallpaper; and the color of the
>
device's backing (T-Mobile's is
black and matches the rest of
*
the tablet's design, while
Sprint's is white). T-Mobile's
monthly data plans allow you
to use the Tab as a mobile
hotspot with up to five devices
at no extra charge; other carriers will charge for this feature.

Inside, the Galaxy Tab packs
Samsung's lGHz Hummingbird Application processor, a
SIM slot (on GSM versions),
1,1 and a MicroSD slot for expanding memory to a maximum of
j 32GB. The Tab supports

The first thing we noticed in
using the Galaxy Tab was that
its trim design makes it manageable to hold, and easy to

;
f "

TABLETS TO WATCH
SAMSUNG GALAXY TAB: Available through five carriers in the United States—AT&T, Sprint, T-Mobile, U.S.
Cellular, and Verizon—the Galaxy Tab rocks both 3G
and Wi-Fi connectivity. This 7-inch Android slate features a 3-megapixel camera for photography and a
low-resolution front-facing camera for video chat.

tuck unobtrusively into a jacket pocket. At 0.84 pound, the
Tab is far easier to hold than the 1.5-pound Apple iPad. But
the unit's thickness (0.5 inch) and balance made it less comfortable to hold for long periods than, say, Amazon's thirdgeneration Kindle e-reader, which weighs just 0.55 pound.
Its size encouraged us to hold the Tab in two hands and
use our thumbs to type on the keyboard. For its part, the
keyboard seemed reasonably good overall, though it lacked
the pop-up letters that some Android keyboards offer. The
Tab has Swype installed as well for gesture navigation.
The front face is all screen, with four capacitive touchsensitive buttons running along the bottom (or along the left
side, if you hold the device in landscape orientation). The
Galaxy Tab's 7-inch Super VGA, 1024-by-600-pixel TFT display looks gorgeous indoors but suffers from issues similar
to those that afflict Apple's higher-resolution iPad screen
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Adobe Flash 10.1 and Miorosoft's PlayReady DRM; it also
holds a tablet-optimized version of TouchWiz 3.0—the
graphical and friendly Samsung interface found on the
company's Galaxy S smartphones. The Tab lacks onboard USB and HDMI ports,
however, and it uses a proprietary charging cable.

We found the device pleasing
to use, but before long we realized that Android 2.2 on slates has plenty of room for improvement. The more we used the Galaxy Tab, the more we could
tell that the version of Android it uses is a phone operating
system that has been installed on a larger-screen device. For
example, the Web browser delivers a site's mobile version,
and not the full version as on the iPad. We hope that things
will improve—and that developers will get on the ball—with
the long-promised, tablet-optimized version of Android.
We found the Tab highly usable—it's the first tablet since
Apple's iPad to make a generally favorable impression on
us—but we have some reservations about it. Our concerns
involve three areas: price, resolution, and usability. At $399
plus a service contract, or $599 without one, the Tab is a
pricey gadget. For more on our impressions of the Galaxy
Tab, see our review of the Sprint version at find.pcworld.com/
71015, and of the T-Mobile version at find.pcworld.com/71014.
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